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This paper aims to give a picture of Greek students’ views about biology and some of the factors that affect them. A questionnaire measuring students’ intrinsic motivation to learn biology, individual interest in biology and perceived difficulty of biology, along with information about students’ gender, level, parents’ occupation and educational level was administered to 368 Greek students. Results revealed that Greek secondary school students have almost neutral overall views about biology: they are slightly positive about biology’s usefulness in their lives, perceive it as rather easy, but 26.4% finds no interest in it. Gender does not seem to affect students’ overall views about biology, neither their scores in any of the subscales - biology in Greece is as popular among boys as among girls. Younger and older students differ only in their perceived difficulty of biology, with the older students considering it more difficult than the younger ones. Parents’ educational level (both mothers and fathers are taken into account) is important in affecting only students’ intrinsic motivation, since the more educated a parent is the higher intrinsic motivation a student has towards biology. Parents’ occupation does not affect students’ views about biology.
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Introduction – Literature Review and Key Objective of the Study

Today’s educational policy is heading towards a more active role of students in the whole educational system (Ball, 2008). According to Whitty & Wisby (2007) schools would benefit by giving a greater emphasis to students’ voice. That means giving them a more active role in their education and schooling along with teachers becoming more attentive to what students say about their learning experiences during their school life (Hargreaves, 2004). Focusing academic research on students’ conceptions, attitudes, interests and goals in science would help teachers a lot in their new role.

Developing positive attitudes towards science is one of the most important goals of every country’s national curriculum (Koballa & Crawley, 1985; Laforgia, 1988). Today, there is a vast amount of literature concerning attitudes towards science in general (Barmby et al., 2008; Md Zain et al., 2010; Osborne et al, 2003), an adequate amount concerning attitudes towards physics and chemistry (Angell et al., 2004; Cheung, 2009; Salta & Tzougriaki, 2004) and a smaller number of studies concerning students’ attitudes towards biology (Prokop et al., 2007a, 2007b; Spall
et al., 2004). It is more than obvious that students’ attitudes towards science constitute a major chapter in the scientific field of science education. However, such studies need to be followed by others that would focus on: a) the influence of curriculum on students’ attitudes (Osborne et al., 2003, p.25), and b) students’ experiences and interests about science, both very useful in designing and reshaping science curricula that would engender a more positive attitude in both boys and girls to school science and could influence learning and academic performance (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2007; Hidi & Harackiewicz, 2000). But Zacharia and Barton (2004, p. 199) suggested that “attitudes are affected by students’ interest levels in science, the curriculum and the learning climate”, therefore literature focused on factors affecting students’ interest in biology (Delpech, 2002; Ebenezer & Zoller, 1993; Trumper, 2006; Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2007) as also on other factors that affect their views or internal constructions about biology (Spall, et al. 2004; Martins et al., 2000) is also of great importance. Among the most important factors that shape students’ views about school science, and consequently about biology, are considered: a) biology’s perceived difficulty (Crawley & Black, 1992; Havard, 1996; Hendley et al., 1996; Salta & Tzougraki, 2004), which according to Lyons (2006) is mostly due to the way science is taught (transmissive pedagogy, teacher-centered) along with the overloaded science curriculum, and the irrelevant and boring science content, b) its relevance to everyday life (Ramsden, 1998) or as mentioned in OECD (2007, p. 146) “students’ intrinsic motivation” or intrinsic motivation to learn biology, c) the necessity of relatively good biological knowledge background for a future career in a field such as medicine or pharmacy (Simpson & Oliver, 1990) or as mentioned in OECD (2007, p. 148-149) “students’ future oriented motivation to learn biology” and last but not least d) students’ interest as “personal orientation, predisposition or relatively stable tendency to engage with a particular domain, referred to as individual interest” (Ainley & Ainley, 2011, p.53, which has been proven to have a strong impact on achievement (Harackiewicz et al., 2002; Randler & Bogner, 2007). Moreover, factors such as student gender (Keeyes & Kotte, 1992; Jones et al., 2000; Ormerod, 1981; Zeidan, 2010), student’s grade-level (Spall et al., 2004; Greenfield, 1997), the familial status - parents’ socio-economic background (Papanastasiou & Zembyla, 2004; Kyridis, 1996, 1997; Kyridis & Drosos, 2001; Kyridis et al., 2011) – have been proven to affect students’ interest in science or children’s school achievement. Especially for the latter, since 1974, numerous researchers in Greece showed off that socioeconomic background of the family affects school achievement and specially the success of entering higher education. Students who belong in vulnerable social groups or they live in a poor cultural environment (low educational level of the parents, low family income, rural area of residence) are eligible to lower school achievement.

In Greece, secondary schooling consists of 6 years (3 years in High School – grades 7th to 9th - which are compulsory and 3 years in Lykeion – grades 10th to 12th - which are optional) and the subject of biology (till the school-year 2010-11) was obligatory in grades 7th, 9th and 11th, and optional in grade 12th, depending on the direction of studies chosen by a student. In 2011 there have been announced changes in the school syllabus and school curriculum, which have not yet been established. Till today, in Greece there is a spiral curriculum according to which students of 7th grade are supposed to learn about the scientific method, the organization of life, the cell, food and nutrition, systems of transportation and excretion, movement, reproduction, respiration and how organisms respond to stimuli, all with an emphasis to the human systems. In grade 9th students are supposed to learn about the scientific method, the organization of life, the cell, ecology, metabolism, diseases, genetics, biotechnology, evolution. In grade 11th students are supposed to learn the chemistry of life, the cell, metabolism and genetics, whereas in grade 12th students are supposed to learn: a. microbes and diseases, ecology, evolution, b. DNA, genetics, biotechnology (there are two different biology subjects and students may or may not attend them.
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depending on their direction of studies; those attending the direction “Science” are obliged to attend both). Unfortunately if the announced by the government changes in the educational system are going to be established only a very few number of students will have the opportunity to attend biology in grades 11th and 12th.

Although there is a large-scale survey about Greek school students’ science-related interests (Christidou, 2006) – as part of the Relevance of Science Education (ROSE) project by Schreiner & Sjøberg (2004) - and their dependence of the Greek curriculum (Smyrnaiou & Dimopoulos, 2005), Greek students’ views about biology apart from the other science subjects, as also the factors that affect them has never been studied.

This paper aims at filling this gap and answering to the following research questions, having in mind that - borrowing a phrase from Schreiner & Sjøberg (2004, p.77) - it is not our intention to measure “theoretically predefined constructs in a strict psychometric sense”:

- Do Greek secondary school students possess positive views about biology?
- Are there differences between boys’ and girls’ views about biology?
- Are there differences between lower grade-level students’ and higher grade-level students’ views about biology?
- Does the parents’ socio-economic background affect students’ views about biology?
- How do factors such as students’ interest, future oriented motivation to learn biology, intrinsic motivation and the perceived difficulty of biology interact to shape students’ views about biology?

Research Sample and Method

The sample of our study was a convenience sample consisting of 368 Greek students from 6 state-funded schools in Athens that we could easily access: 249 from the 8th grade (2nd year in the Greek secondary education system) and 119 from the 12th grade (3rd year in the Greek high school). Students of the 8th grade are about 12 years old and students of the 12th grade are about 17 years old. Data were collected in January of the school years 2008-2009 and 2009-2010 in the form of a written questionnaire. Students of the 8th grade had attended biology courses for only one year (during the 7th grade, that is the previous school year), but students of the 12th grade had attended biology courses during three past years (grades 7th, 9th, 11th) and during the year that this research was carried out as they had chosen a direction of studies that required biology as one of the examined subjects at the end of the year. We chose students from the above mentioned grades in order to compare students with the lowest and highest level of biology education.

For the purpose of our study we conducted an initial pool of 44 5-point Likert-type statements to which Greek secondary school students had to state whether they strongly agreed, agreed, neither agreed nor disagreed, disagreed or strongly disagreed. These statements intended to measure Greek secondary school students’:

- intrinsic motivation to learn biology
- interest in biology
- perceived difficulty of biology and students’ views about the way biology is taught.

These three axes constituted the three subscales of the instrument. The construction of these statements was based on the relevant aforementioned literature and the researchers’ experience. Ten in-service biology teachers with masters’ degrees in biology education helped us in checking the face validity of the instrument. They were asked to check the clarity and appropri-
ateness of these statements, as also whether they were undoubtedly fitted in one of the above mentioned subscales of the instrument. Following their advice we excluded those items that were not clearly understandable or were inaccurate and we finally resulted in 24 items. These items (presented in Table 1) were based on the literature as following:

- Spall et al. 2004: items 1-3, 5, 6, 13, 15, 18, 20-24
- OECD 2007: item: 4, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19
- Pintrich & Schunk, 1996: items 7-11,
  and were assigned to one of the three subscales of the research instrument and which from now on will be named accordingly:
- Intrinsic motivation to learn biology (IM) = 11 items,
- Interest in biology (IN) = 8 items,
- Perceived difficulty and views about biology teaching (DI) = 5 items.

Scoring was accomplished by assigning a score of 5 to “strongly agree” and a score of 1 to “strongly disagree” for the positively phrased items, that would therefore result in one of the following: high intrinsic motivation for biology, biology is interesting and biology is easy. Negatively worded items (2, 4, 5, 15, 19, 21, 22, 23) were scored in an opposite direction with “strongly agree” receiving a score of 1 and “strongly disagree” receiving a score of 5.

In order to check the internal consistency of the questionnaire we followed the steps described by Halkia (1995). The questionnaire was initially delivered to 28 students, trying to get a heterogeneous sample (not all boys, not all of the same educational level). The estimated Cronbach’s alpha ($\alpha=.89$) revealed a high degree of reliability of the test scores (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994), and the internal consistency of the subscales was also estimated by the use of Cronbach’s alpha ($\alpha_{IM}=.72$, $\alpha_{IN}=.86$, $\alpha_{DI}=.75$) and considered acceptable (George & Mallery, 2003). As a result we proceeded to the administration of the questionnaire.

The 24 items of the questionnaire were accompanied by other questions giving us information about:

- the participants’ gender,
- the participants’ school level (gymnasium – lower secondary level - or high school – upper secondary level) and therefore their age, as students in each level were of about the same age (14-15 years old for gymnasium students and 17-18 years old for high school students),
- their parents’ occupation and
- their parents’ (mother’s and father’s) educational level.

For the last two questions we used the grouping mentioned by Kyridis (1997), so a parent could be: an employee, a farmer, a scientist, a public servant, a blue-collar worker, a merchant or a service provider and his/her educational level could be: illiterate, primary education, lower secondary education, upper secondary education, technical education, higher education, postgraduate education. All data were analyzed by the authors, making use of the statistical program SPSS v16.1 (SPSS Inc.). A two-tailed alpha level of .05 was used for all statistical tests. A $p$-value of less than .05 was considered to be statistically significant. The hypothesis of normal distribution was not satisfied for each of the instrument’s subscales ($D_{IM(295)}=.026$, $p<.001$, $D_{IN(295)}=.020$, $p<.001$, $D_{DI(295)}=.022$, $p<.001$)
Results

In order to assess the predefined scales we performed a confirmatory factor analysis through a principal components method and varimax rotation for 3 factors, with eigenvalues greater than 1.0. These factors altogether explained 46.1% of variance. All items had factor loadings greater than 0.30 in at least one factor and were distributed to each factor by the way they were expected to do, except for:

- 3 items from factor (subscale) IM that although they had loadings greater than 0.3 in this subscale their loadings were slightly higher in subscale IN, and
- one item from factor IM that had the same loading in DI.

The reliability of the questionnaire scores (Cronbach’s alpha, α=0.89) proved to be almost excellent (George & Mallery, 2003), whether the reliability analysis performed for each of the sub-scales, as these were predefined, revealed an acceptable internal consistency for each sub-scale (Table 1). This led us to accept the subscales as they were originally constructed.

Greek secondary school students’ views about biology seem to be neutral to marginally positive positive (M=3.27(±0.77)). Differences between students’ answers in each of the subscales were tested using Friedman’s test. Although the medians were the same MdnIM=MdnIM=MdnIM=3.00, there were significant differences between students’ scores in each of the subscales (χ²(2)= 39.823, p<.001). Post-hoc analysis via Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test revealed differences between students’ answers in the subscale measuring their interest in biology and the other subscales (IM and DI) (zIN-IM=-6.438, p<.001, zDI-IN=-5.147, p<.001). As it is presented in Figure 1, the subscale that measures students’ interest (IN) is the one in which more students carry a negative view about biology: 26.4% of Greek secondary school students are not interested in biology, in contrast to 32.8% of them are interested. Table 2 presents Greek secondary school students’ scores in each subscale.

Eighth and twelfth grade’s students’ views for biology, as also boys’ and girls’ views are presented in Table 3. Mann_Whitney U-test revealed that boys and girls show no statistical significant differences in any of the instrument’s subscales (p>.05), whereas grade seems to be important in affecting only their perceived difficulty of biology (DI) (χ²=14.94, p<.001). Students of the 12th grade find biology more difficult than students of the 8th grade. As students proceed in the Greek upper secondary school they perceive biology as more difficult – whereas about half of the students of the 8th grade perceive biology as easy (49.34%), it is only about one third of older students (32.43%) that do the same (Figure 2).

Students’ intrinsic motivation to learn biology is significantly (p<.001) correlated to students’ interest to biology and students’ perceived difficulty of biology (r=.54 and r=.45 respectively). Significantly correlated (p<.001) is also students’ interest to biology to the perceived difficulty of biology (r=.49). Therefore, students’ perceived difficulty of biology, their intrinsic motivation to learn biology and their interest to biology are all positively correlated. Family seems to be an important factor affecting Greek secondary school students’ views about biology. When all other variables (parents’ occupation and educational level -separately for mothers and fathers) are separately tested using the Kruskal-Wallis test for possible effects to IN, IM and DI we found that it is only the parents’ educational level that plays an important role and only in affecting statistically significant students’ intrinsic motivation (IM) (Figures 3 and 4), but not in affecting IN or DI, whereas mother’s educational level has a greater effect than father’s (χ²father=14.03, df=6, p<.05, χ²mother=18.45, df=6, p<.01). Parents’ occupation does not influence statistically significant students’ views about biology.
Table 1. The internal consistency estimates of each subscale and the items in each one

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEMS*</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic motivation to learn biology (IM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. I find necessary the existence of the subject of biology in the Curriculum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Biology courses should be optional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Biology courses must have a greater presence in the curriculum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I read biology only when I am going to be tested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I believe that biology will be useless for my everyday life</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Biology makes our lives better</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Attending biology courses made me understand the function of living beings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Attending biology courses made me understand better the surrounding world</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Biology made me get a better view of the world</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Biology gets me informed on contemporary scientific discoveries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. I discuss with my friends things I learn in biology courses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Interest in biology (IN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. I am very interested in the scientific field of biology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. I am very interested in the subject of biology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. I am interested in a future professional enrollment in the field of biosciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Biology is a boring subject</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. I am interested in working in the field of biology in the future</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. I often read books with a biological content</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. I would like to attend biology classes in all school grades</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. If biology was not one of the subjects that we have to be tested in order to have access to University I would not be interested at all</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived difficulty &amp; views about teaching (DI)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. I am satisfied by the way that biology is taught</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. The way that the subject of biology is taught made me dislike it</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. I find it difficult to understand many of the biological concepts</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. The biology textbook does not help me understand the biological concepts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. I am glad that there is some extra information in the biology textbook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The items have been numbered that way in order to facilitate the reader, but were randomly assigned in the research instrument.

Table 2. Greek secondary school students’ scores in each subscale of the instrument

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTRINSIC MOTIVATION (IM)</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>.736</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTEREST (IN)</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>.981</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIFFICULTY (DI)</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>.880</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Greek secondary school students’ distribution* according to whether they are motivated towards biology (IM), whether they are interested in it (IN) and whether they find it difficult (DI).
*For a better presentation students’ answers have been processed so that the 5-point scale was converted to a 3-point scale.

Table 3. Students’ scores in each of the subscales according to grade and gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intrinsic moti-</td>
<td>Interest (IN)</td>
<td>Perceived difficulty (DI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vation (IM)</td>
<td>1=not inter., 5=very inter.</td>
<td>1=very diff., 5=very easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>1=not motiv., 5=very motiv.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boys</td>
<td>3.37(0.75)</td>
<td>3.07(0.92)</td>
<td>3.42(0.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girls</td>
<td>3.44(0.71)</td>
<td>3.10(0.98)</td>
<td>3.32(0.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>3.41(0.73)</td>
<td>3.09(0.91)</td>
<td>3.50(0.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th</td>
<td>3.39(0.72)</td>
<td>3.08(1.03)</td>
<td>3.08(0.90)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Gender does not seem to affect students’ overall views about biology a finding that is in accordance with relevant findings about Iranian secondary school students (Soltani & Nasr, 2010). Although in a research carried out by Simonneaux et al. (2005) more girls than boys considered science as difficult and Keeves & Kotte (1992) and Jones et al. (2000) and Prokop et al. (2007b) and Uşak et al. (2009) suggest that biology is more popular among girls than boys, this is not in accordance to our findings. Also, our results show no differences among boys’ and girls’ intrinsic motivation to learn biology, whereas OECD (2007, p. 148) results revealed a higher intrinsic
motivation among boys to learn science. It seems that this may be true for science in general but biology in Greece is as popular among boys as among girls.

Although Spall et al. (2004) suggest that the older the students the less positive they become towards biology, this was not the truth in our sample from Greece, since no statistical significant differences were found between younger and older Greek secondary school students in their overall opinion about biology. However, we recorded differences among younger and older students only in their perceived difficulty of biology. The older the students are the more difficult they perceive biology. This may be attributed to the fact that biology is taught as an independent and isolated subject in the secondary school according to the Greek national curriculum, which is so overloaded that becomes unrealistic and in most of the times cannot be accomplished, resulting finally even in the loss of teaching of the unifying theory of biology – evolution - which is presented in the last part of the curriculum (Prinou, 2008). It may also be attributed to the fact that upper secondary school students in our sample would be examined in biology by the end of the school year and these exams are critical as they determine whether a student may continue

Figure 2. Students’ distribution* according to grade and their perceived difficulty of biology.
*For a better presentation students’ answers have been processed so that the 5-point scale was converted to a 3-point scale.
his/her studies to higher education. It may also be attributed to the fact that the Greek secondary school is based on knowledge repetition and not on enhancing students’ interest and critical thinking, therefore students as they proceed through secondary school’s grades they have to learn by heart more and more biology facts in a teacher-centered pedagogy. Although it is common truth that teacher-centered pedagogy should be abandoned in favor to a more student-centered one, this has not yet happened in Greece and becomes even more intense in bigger grades where teachers are feeling more pressed by the curriculum and by the students’ anxiety of the approaching exams. The connection between the pedagogy or the way biology is taught and its perceived difficulty has been stated by Lyons (2006) and may be an explanation to our findings.

Parents’ educational level plays an important role in affecting students’ intrinsic motivation, with mother’s educational level playing an even more important role than father’s. Students whose parents are illiterate show low intrinsic motivation, whereas students whose parents have a university degree (graduate or postgraduate) are higher motivated towards biology. The above findings are impressive and may attributed to the fact that parents in Greece are very much involved in the school process (Kyridis, 1995) and their involvement in the school process together with the social class they belong to are considered important in affecting students’ attitudes towards school (Trusty, 1996; Steinberg et al., 1992). Therefore, parents with a higher educational level based on their own experiences may have affected positively their children towards biology. And as mothers in Greece are those who are more committed to their children’s educational process it is them who affect them the most (Kyridis, 1997).

![Boxplots of students’ instrumental motivation according to their father’s educational level](image-url)

**Figure 3.** Boxplots of students’ instrumental motivation according to their father’s educational level
The positive correlations among students’ interest and students’ intrinsic motivation support the suggestion of Deci & Ryan (1985: 34) that “the emotion of interest plays an important directive role in IM behavior in that people naturally approach activities that interest them”. “As intrinsic motivation results in high-quality learning and creativity, it is especially important to detail the factors and forces that engender (it)” (Ryan & Deci, 2000: 55). Greek secondary school students have almost neutral views about biology. Although they are slightly positive about biology’s usefulness in their lives and do not perceive it as difficult, they are neither interested nor disinterested in it. Although we are living in the century of biology, the Greek educational system seems to disregard this and does not focus on enhancing students’ interest in biology, since till recently biology was taught as a one hour per week subject and only in some of the six grades. The last (2011) educational reform that has roused all biology teachers in every educational level (see for example Alachiotis, 2011, Chintiroglou, 2011) and has not yet been completed, sets biology in an even worse position - maybe due to the pressures by some of the educational craft unions - as only a very small percentage of the Greek students will have obtained by the end of their studies the necessary biology knowledge for their everyday lives. In general, the greatest problem that biology has to deal with in the Greek secondary school is that more than a quarter of students (26.4%) find no interest in it, when in other countries of the world students’ disinterest in biology is restricted to a far smaller percentage, such as in Portugal (only 6%) (Martins et al., 2000). This may be due to its fragmentary presence in the Greek curriculum (biology appears in the 7th, then in the 8th and then in the 11th and 12th grade, with a lot of its content being needlessly repeated) (Mavrikaki, 2008). It also may be attributed to the spiral formation of the Greek biology curricu-
lum in which same topics are studied again and again in order to get a more in-depth understanding, but may lead to a dislike and disinterest on behalf of the students’ views, a suggestion also supported by other researchers (Spall et al., 2004), or it may be due to the overloaded biology curriculum as with the rest of science subjects (Lynch, 2000). Nonetheless, as Hidi & Renninger (2006) suggest interest can develop following a four-phase model of interest development and the teacher is one of the factors that can positively affect this development. This could be done a) in the phase of triggered situational interest (phase 1), e.g. by creating learning environments that include group work, b) by maintaining the situational interest (phase 2), for example by letting the students to get personally involved in activities such as project-based learning, c) by emerging individual interest (phase 3), which can be done by providing environments that challenge and give opportunity and d) in the fourth phase by well-developing individual interest, such as giving the opportunities to reengage with particular classes of content over time.

The findings of this paper should be taken under consideration when designing new secondary school curricula in order to enhance students’ interest towards biology “in a way that a) respects social and cultural diversity and gender equity; b) promotes personal and social relevance; c) empowers the learner for democratic participation and citizenship” (Christidou, 2011). It would also be interesting to investigate the views that Greek secondary school students have towards other science subjects as well, therefore to examine if students are indifferent towards school in general or only towards biology. Although we found no statistical significant differences in Greek students’ views about biology according to their parents’ occupation, another occupations’ grouping (relevant to biology or not) may be needed in order to find out whether some students’ views are formed by their parents’ profession or by school alone.
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Yunan Ortaöğretim Öğrencilerinin Biyoloji Hakkında Görüşleri


Anahtar kelimeler: biyoloji, ortaöğretim öğrencilerinin görüşleri, ilgi, algılanmış zorluk, içsel motivasyon